NANOG Program Committee
Meeting Notes
November 22nd, 2011

In Attendance:
David Temkin, Netflix (Chair)  Dave Meyer, Cisco
Greg Dendy, Equinix (Vice Chair)  Tom Daly, DNS
Michael Sinatra, ESnet  Nina Bargisen, TDC
Tony Tauber, Comcast  Jim Cowie, Renesys Corp.
Manish Karir, Merit Network  Greg Hankins, Brocade
Ryan Donelly, VeriSign

Not Present:
Igor Gashinsky, Yahoo!
Tom Scholl, nLayer Communications
Kevin Epperson, Cisco
Dani Roisman, SoftLayer Technologies
Mohit Lad, ThousandEyes Inc.
Patrick Gilmore, Akamai Technologies
(BoD Liaison)

Ex Officio:
Betty Burke, NANOG
Anabel Martinez, AMS
Florence Dazzi, AMS

1. Agenda Proposals:

Talk #1: Kevin & Tony reached out to Equinix and Telx to integrate the panel

Talk #2: No update

Talk #3: Working with speaker to develop two scripts:
  o Introduction
  o Go deep into developing one utility end-to-end

Talk #4 - #8: No update

Talk #9:
  ✓ Action Item: Nina to work with speaker and address Committee’s comments

Talk #10:
  ✓ Action Item: Tony Tauber to work with Vishal on putting a panel together (maybe two)

2. Topic Ideas and Recruiting:

  • Tutorials
    o BGP Tutorial
    ➞ Proposed DAIN Tutorial
    o DNS Tutorial
    o Proposal for a SOPA Talk: Tom Daly to look into it and report back to PC
3. Meeting Schedule:
   • Proposal to provide 15 minutes at the opening plenary for a brief presentation on the events at the NOGLab

✓ Action Items:
   - Dave T to coordinate with Misako NOGLab presentation
   - Dave T will create a proposed conference agenda template for a M-W conference and circulate for discussion.